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PHAI
• Are you concerned about products and 

services that are being advertised or 
promoted as “healthy” that are anything but 
healthy?

• PHAI is bringing targeted, impact litigation 
designed to deter, and ultimately stop, these 
practices.



Example: “100% natural flavors”? 



Seriously?

FANTA?

100% “NATURALLY FLAVORED”??



Minute Maid: 
“ 100% Natural Flavors”???



In fact “less than 2% of natural flavors”



Another example: “Real Fruit”??



“REAL” FRUIT???

There are no strawberries in
strawberry fruit roll-ups

There are no grapes
In grape fruit roll-ups



“All natural”?



No. Not “All Natural”



“All Natural”?



No.  Not “All Natural”



Copycat snacks
given at school sold in stores



given at school sold in stores



“Healthier” Lunchables??



Not “Healthier” Lunchables



“Healthier” Lunchables: Hidden?



Energy Drink Deceptions

5-Hour Energy claimed to contain a
special “energy blend”



Expert:

There are no ingredients in 5-Hour 
Energy that give you energy except 

caffeine



If none of the ingredients in 5-Hour Energy 
besides caffeine gives you energy, how can 
“Decaf” 5-Hour Energy give you even one 

minute of energy?



And How Much Caffeine
Actually Is In Energy Drinks?

Consumer Reports:
5 energy drinks “had more than 20 percent 
above their labeled amount” of caffeine 



Deceptive Caffeine Labels



“Healthy” Tanning Salons?
Sanbanque Tanning says

it’s “Healthy for you…REALLY”



Smart Tans says it “prolongs life”
and “protects against” cancer



Smart Tans also says
“Doctors” Recommend Tanning



“Healthier” Dry Cleaning?

Zoots Dry Cleaners claims to use “a greener and 
healthier” dry cleaning process. 



• Claims “we use a cleaning fluid that’s 100% 
biodegradable.”

• In fact, Zoots uses a “hydrotreated heavy 
naptha-based petroleum product” made by 
Exxon Mobil, that is considered a “hazardous 
material” by OSHA



• Have you or your friends bought any of these 
products or services that are being falsely 
promoted as “healthy”?

• Please contact us at  888-991-8728 or at 
arainer@phaionline.org
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